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◼ Adopted at the United Nations Sustainable Development Summit in September 2015, the 2030 Agenda for 

Sustainable Development commits to the achievement of 17 goals and 169 targets by 2030 for a 

sustainable, equitable, and inclusive society with no one left behind.

◼ All U.N. member countries are asked to work together through public (government)  and private 

(corporations and citizens) partnerships.

◼ It is a common global language for sustainable society characterized by the universality, which all nations 

including both developing countries and developed countries must take actions, with no one left 

behind as a keyword to ensure inclusive.

◼ To define priorities, Nippon Life evaluated 17 SDGs goals and selected 10 goals from 17 goals .

17 Goals

Life Insurers and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
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Nippon Life’s 10 Priorities



I. Access to Finance

◼ Financial Inclusion

◼ Financial Infrastructure Development

II. Financial Market Development

◼ Asia Region Funds Passport

◼ Financial Market infrastructure Technology
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2019 Progress Report to APEC Finance Ministers 

◼ APFF is a regional platform for collaboration among public sector, private sector and multilateral institutions to help accelerate 

the development and integration of financial markets and services in the APEC region, and is an official policy initiative under the APEC 

Finance Ministers’ Process, tasked to support the implementation of the Ministers’ Cebu Action Plan (a 10-year roadmap for the 

development and integration of financial markets in the region). The management of APFF has been entrusted by the Finance Ministers 

to the private sector through the APEC Business Advisory Council (ABAC), which reports its progress to APEC senior finance 

officials and ministers throughout the year.

◼ Activities aligned with the priority issues announced by Chile as 2019 APEC Host, and 10 of the 17 UN Sustainable Development 

Goals (SDGs).  These are (a) No poverty (SDG#1), (b) Zero Hunger (SDG#2), (c) Good Health and Well-Being (SDG#3), (d) Quality 

Education (SDG#4), (e) Gender Equality (SDG#5), (f) Affordable and Clean Energy (SDG#7), (g) Decent Work and Economic Growth 

(SDG#8), (h) Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure (SDG#9), (i) Reduced Inequalities (SDG#10), (j) Sustainable Cities and 

Communities (SDG#11), (k) Climate Action (SDG#13), and (l) Partnership for the Goals (SDG#17). 



III. Financial Resilience and Sustainability

◼ Disaster Risk Financing and Insurance 

◼ Microinsurance

◼ Circular Economy Infrastructure 

◼ Health Financing

◼ Expanding the Region’s Long-Term Investors’ Base

⚫ Promoting insurers’ and pension funds’ roles to support sustainable, resilient and inclusive 

growth and development of the Asia-Pacific

⚫ Triple wins through retirement income and long-term investment

① Consumers receive high and stable returns for long-term savings

② The financial sector is able to access deeper capital markets for infrastructure investment.

③ Governments obtain relief from large contingent fiscal liabilities

 Sustainable and ESG Investing

 Regulation and Accounting 
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2019 Progress Report to APEC Finance Ministers (cont.)



◼ LIAJ established SDGs Promotion Project Team and ESG Investment Promotion Working Group to promote member 

companies contributions on SDGs. 

◼ LIAJ revised its Code of Conducts to incorporate SDGs and set 8 priorities (Nov16, 2018).

LIAJ’s initiatives on SDGs             

8 priorities to achieve sustainable development goals:

◼ Establishing sustainable social security system

◼ Promoting financial literary education

◼ Promotion of consumer-oriented management,                                  
including treatment of senior citizens 

◼ Taking measures to extend healthy life span

◼ Promotion of ESG Investments

◼ Combating money laundering, terrorist financing, and antisocial sources

◼ Promotion of empowerment of women

◼ Protecting human rights 
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o The first step is to understand SDGs, so 

we are carrying out various educational 

initiatives such as the following:

• Seminar for executives (December 2017)

• Prepared materials for employees (May 

2018)

• Online training and various information 

provided to people in the Company

• SDGs card game hands-on learning 

seminars (since May 2018)

• Distribute SDGs lapel pins

■ Internal educational material

■ SDGs lapel pins
■ SDGs card game hands-on

learning seminars

■Sustainability Report

(Excerpted Version)

Understanding SDGs               
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◼ Invest in social bonds and healthcare bonds, thereby contributing to improve 

healthcare  access and longevity.

photo：Kenshiro Imamura/JICA

Healthcare bonds  
by BPCE S.A.Social bonds by JICA

Funds are utilized by enterprises which  
contribute to solve social issues (reduce  
poverty, sustainable economic growth,  etc) in 
developing countries

(September 2016)

It contributes to improve medical  services 
in France through providing  financial 
services for regional medical  institutions, 
health facilities and social  accommodation.

(July 2017)
(July 2017)

Financing for hospital
development project in
Turkey

This Loan was utilized to develop large- scale 
hospitals in Istanbul city.
It helps alleviate shortage of hospital
beds in Turkey.

Recent ESG/SDGs Investment and Financing             
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◼ Invest in social bond and finance seawater desalination plant project.  

We contribute to gender equality and providing safe water.

source：AquaSure PtyLtd. source：Pacifico Energy

Fund investment for  
solar power plants  
projects

(October 2017)

Nippon Life has invested in one of
Japan’s largest-scale solar funds, which is  
managed by GE Energy Financial Services  (GE 
EFS). Domestic mega solar power  plants in 
various locations in Japan are in  the portfolio.

(June 2017)

Financing for  seawater
desalination  plants in
Australia

Finance for the project which operates  
seawater desalination plants in  Melbourne 
city. Loan is utilized to deal  with droughts in 
Australia, where serious  droughts have 
repeatedly occurred.

Recent ESG/SDGs Investment and Financing (cont.)
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Social bonds by 
International Finance  
Corporation

It is utilized to help improve social  outcomes in 
developing countries by  providing finance to 
companies that buy  from smallholder farmers, 
provide  utilities for low-income households,  
support financial institutions that lend to  
women-owned enterprises, etc.

(July 2017)



◼ Invest in Green Bond issued by Paris City and Tokyo Metropolitan Government, etc.

We contribute to renewable energy, climate change adaption, and recycling-based society.

photo：TMGsource：gettyimages

Green bonds by
Paris

It contributes to the Green Project  
promoted by the city of Paris.
Funds are utilized to introduce high
energy-efficient trams and other matters.

Green bonds by  Tokyo 
Metropolitan  
Government (TMG)

(July 2014) (September 2017)

TMG launched its first green bonds that  a 
local government of Japan has issued.  The 
funds raised are used to develop  "smart-
energy cities”, to adapt to the  effects of 
climate change.

(October 2017)

Social Responsible  
Investment bond  by
Rentenbank

It is utilized to finance renewable energy  
projects such as wind power and  biomass in
Germany.

Recent ESG/SDGs Investment and Financing (cont.)
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◼ The first SDGs focused mutual fund in Japan
Feb 2018: Nissay SDGs Japan Select Fund  May 2018: Nissay SDGs 

Global Select Fund

◼ Research individual companies with our ESG analysis  knowledge and 
identify which goals / targets each  companies contribute to.

◼ Invest in companies (a) which can contribute to SDGs through their 
products or services, and (b) can increase  shareholder value through 
contribution to SDGs.

Name Country Industry
SDGs

Goal(17)

SDGs

Target(169)

BECTON DICKINSON United States Healthcare 3
3.3

3.8

ZOETIS United States Healthcare 2 2.3

ECOLAB United States Materials 6 6.2

AMERICAN WATERWORKS United States Utilities 6

6.1

6.3

6.4

ALPHABET United States
Information  

Technology

3

8

9

3.6.1

8.3

9.4

DAIKIN INDUSTRIES Japan Industrials 9 9.4

BRIGHT HORIZONS

FAMILYSOLUTIONS
United States

Consumer

Discretionary
4 4.2

CBRE GROUP United States Real Estate 9 9.4

RELX Netherlands Industrials 11
11.1

11.2

DNB Norway Financials
12

17

12.6

17.14

<Holding Examples>

ZOETIS (US)

⚫ A pharma company specialized in medicines and vaccines for livestock and
companion animals, etc.

⚫ Food demand is increasing. Their products improve productivity of
agriculture and livestock industry, and contribute to achievement of Goal 2
(ZERO HUNGER) .

SDGs Equity Fund            
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Challenges Recommendations

① ESG Rating and evaluation
✓ Enhancing reliability of ESG Rating

✓ Separating “ES” from “G” in rating to better reflect  

different nature

②Investment selection

✓ Ensuring long-term profitability and assessing 

sustainability impact

✓ Providing useful information for investors in those areas 

per projects/companies

④Investment vs capital rules 

and regulations

✓Working toward a goal of balancing long-term 

investments, risks and regulation

✓ Promoting regulations and accounting which would not 

disincentivize long-term investments

③Stakeholder education

（Employees / Customers/

Shareholders / Invested companies）

✓ Educating all stakeholders not just investors

✓ Establishing a knowledge system and providing 

learning opportunities
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Shared challenges and recommendations



Expanding the Region’s Long-Term Investor Base

• Triple wins thru Retirement income and long-term investment
◼ Consumers receive high and stable returns for long-term savings
◼ The financial sector is able to access deeper capital markets for 

infrastructure investment.
◼ Governments obtain relief from large contingent fiscal liabilities

• Triple gaps to address to achieve the above objective

◼ Pension/Protection Gap
 Mandatory provisions and scalable retirements systems

 Tax incentives to promote long-term saving products

 Product/distribution innovation and financial awareness

◼ Infrastructure/Investment Gap
 Promotion of infrastructure as a defined asset class

 Adoption of various financing vehicles

 Broader public-private partnership (PPP) 

◼ Regulatory/Accounting Gap

⇒ Next Page
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1. Bank-centric regulations

❑ Standards should reflect long-term nature of insurers

❑ Insurers should be allowed to invest in assets with long-term 
growth opportunities, such as infrastructure investments

2. Short-term oriented economic regime

❑ Economic regime should have a long-term vision 

❑ Insurers and investors should be encouraged to make 
decisions to be good in the long-run rather than looking 
good at a given moment

3. “One-size-fits-all” models

❑ Standards should be principle-based and aim to achieve 
comparable outcome by taking into account the diversity in 
different jurisdictions

（Photo – All Nippon Airways)

（Photo – Beijing, China)

（Photo: New York, USA)

Regulatory issues and recommendations
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What we do:

Under the slogan of No one will be left behind! aiming to 
provide opportunities for general public to deepen 
understanding of SDGs in an easier and enjoyable way through 
music events integrating entertainment and education

Partner with 

It aims to support G20 2019 Japan, TICAD, Tokyo Olympics & Paralympics 2020, and Osaka Expo 2025

The Secretariat 
established with

Music for SDGs Project  with Social-Japan & ACTION NOW



For more details, visit mackglobe.com or MusicForSDGs.com

or email Makoto Okubo (mackglobe@gmail.com

or MusicForSDGs@gmail.com )  

Global Asset Allocation Leaders Summit, 4-5 September, Shanghai

Promoting life insurers’ roles to support Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

SDGs and ESG Investment in the Asia-Pacific
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Music for SDGs Project

Mack Okubo (project director)
Seika Itoh (musical actress/singer)
Women Orchestra

Shiori Abe (violin) & Mika Watanabe (piano)

mailto:mackglobe@gmail.com
mailto:MusicForSDGs@gmail.com

